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Pseudoscienza – art magazine is a yearly publication whose aim
is towards creating new exciting topics. Artists and authors are
invited to send in their artworks and/or texts to be published in
print medium through the concept of a double page – spread as a
layout art. Most artists accept this challenge with simple joy, as we
relish this art of creative pressure, which is helping us to thrive and
develop a creative mindset. The choice of print instead of online
medium, however, relies on the factor that the print remains to be
one of the longest lasting mediums, even to this day, which is very
well known to all artists.
This, 3rd issue of pseudoscienza - art magazine is about surprises.
It investigates the surprise factor in the era of oversaturated media
feeds and general consumerism – from terrorist attacks, political
populism, conspiracy and emotional pornography to our intimate
and personal surprise factor, which artists would like to cherish uncondemned from the daily hysteria and share it with the public in
the most authentic way.
The surprise edition is not intended to be shocking in a visual
sense; the true horror or the beauty is mostly hidden under the
context of what is conspicuous or easily accessible. The concept
of gathering artworks digitally deals with each artist‘s desires and
visions. Chatting, observing, modifying and assembling the works
together was an important part of the process of making and
shaping this new book.
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